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ABSTRACT The reliability of feature matching is required for accurate remote sensing image registration.
Outliers reduce the accuracy and effectiveness of feature matching. This paper proposes a novel feature
matching method that utilizes the global geometric relationship of feature points in two images to eliminate
outliers and preserve inliers. A mathematical model is formulated based on the similarity of the geometric
relationship of feature points in the reference image and the sensed image. We also find the optimization
solution through analysis and simplification of the mathematical model. The corresponding feature matching
algorithm based on outlier removal is proposed according to the optimization solution. The experimental
results of several remote sensing images demonstrate that our method can preserve more inliers, remove
more outliers and obtain a better registration performance with higher accuracy and robustness than the
state-of-the-art methods, such as SIFT, SIFT-RANSAC, SIFT-GTM, SIFT-LPM.

INDEX TERMS Remote sensing, image registration, feature matching, outlier removal, mathematical
model.

I. INTRODUCTION
Image registration is the process of aligning two or more
overlapping images of the same scene taken from different
viewpoints, at different times, or by different image sensors
[1]–[4]. Image registration is a critical preprocessing step for
super resolution imaging, image mosaicking, remote sens-
ing, medical imaging, and computer vision [5]–[7]. Remote
sensing image is captured by the imageing spectrometer with
several contiguous and spectral bands, which is different from
traditional image [8], [9]. Therefore, image registration for
remote sensing image is significant.

Feature-based registration is a robust and effective image
registration method [10]. Feature-based registration algo-
rithms include three main steps: (a) extraction of features,
(b) matching of the features by searching for a transformation
that best aligns them, and (c) resampling the sensed image to
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construct a new image in the coordinate system of the refer-
ence image [11]. Feature point matching is a challenging step
in feature-based registration techniques, required to establish
reliable correspondences between feature points extracted
from the reference image and the sensed image.

Because the number of feature points extracted by feature-
based registration techniques is very large, a huge match-
ing space is required, increasing the probability of false
matches [12]. Another limitation is that feature point match-
ing based on local descriptor information can produce outliers
due to images with duplicate or similar patterns. Finally,
the intensity and texture information can be very different in
the same region due to slightly different perspectives or light-
ing conditions. Thus, outliers caused by the above factors are
necessary to be eliminated before feature points matching.

To solve the outlier elimination challenge, several different
methods have been proposed, which will be introduced in
section 2. Above all, local geometrical structure of feature
points has been fully utilized to eliminate outliers, which is
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a smart and efficient method to remove outliers. However,
the local information of feature points can change signifi-
cantly with the change of grayscale or texture, the global
geometric relationships of feature points are generally well
preserved. Scale relationship of feature points is a significant
global geometric relationship, which will not be affected by
grayscale or texture. Obviously, inliers are bound to follow
the similar scale relationship. In contrast, the scale rela-
tionship of outliers is inconsistent. According to this prin-
ciple, we propose an outlier elimination method based on
the global geometric relationship of feature points, which
can accurately and efficiently remove outliers and preserve
inliers. Additionally, the similarity of the global geometric
relationships between inliers are nearly unaffected by the
number of outliers, different perspectives or lighting condi-
tions. Based on this fact, we construct a mathematical model
to measure the difference of geometric relationships in the
feature points of two images. Our method combines the
global geometric relationship and the function-based fitting,
precisely represents the similarity of the global geometric
relationship between feature points, which can help easily
eliminate outliers. Experiments using various remote sens-
ing image data demonstrate that the proposed method can
eliminate most outliers and preserve most inliers, resulting in
improved registration accuracy and effectiveness. The main
contributions of this manuscript are given as follows:
1 We propose a high precision feature matching method

based on outlier removal, which makes full use of the
global geometrical similarity, improving the accuracy
and robustness of image registration.

2 An effective mathematical model is formulated based on
the similarity of the geometric relationship of feature
points in the reference image and the sensed image to
remove outliers extracted by feature based method.

3 The proposed clever solution of the mathematical model
reduces the computational complexity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, the background material and related work
is introduced. Section 3 describes the outlier elimination
method based on global structure. Section 4 illustrates the
experimental results and analysis of various remote sensing
images using this method and other popular methods. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe and interpret the existing knowl-
edge of feature-based registration and outlier removal meth-
ods. First, the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [13]
algorithm will be introduced because this classical algorithm
can be used to generate the initial point set. Then we will
introduce related studies of outlier elimination in registration.

A. THE SCALE-INVARIANT FEATURE TRANSFORM (SIFT)
ALGORITHM
The SIFT algorithm [13] is a powerful feature point match-
ing approach that contains two main parts, feature detection

and descriptor extraction. The task of feature detection is
to identify some points whose certain characteristics do not
change with affine transformation of images. Feature descrip-
tion is required to describe the unchanging characteristics for
matching.

Feature detection includes three steps: extracting scale
space extremum, improving the accuracy of localization,
and eliminating unstable extrema [14]. First, scale space is
built by the original image using different Gaussian kernels,
and then local extremum points are identified in the scale
space. Next, the location of the extremum points is calculated
using the difference Gaussian scale space function. Finally,
unstable extremum points are eliminated through contrast and
curvature.

To make each descriptor have rotational invariant property,
it is necessary to determine the main direction of feature
points. The main direction is the direction of the largest
gradient of the field around the feature points. The gradient
distribution of the field around the feature points is recorded
as the descriptor.

B. RELATED RESEARCH OF OUTLIER ELIMINATION IN
REGISTRATION
Many methods have been proposed in recent years to remove
outliers from the initial point set. Different methods rely on
different principles: function-based fitting, statistical model-
based, and graph-based methods.

According to the size of the image and the geometric
deformation, the function-based fitting method selects the
most appropriate function model, and determines the optimal
solution by mathematical methods. Robust point matching
via vector field consensus [15] interpolates a vector field and
formulates a maximum a posteriori estimation of a Bayesian
model to remove outliers. LLT proposed in 2015 develops
a local geometrical constrain and formulates a maximum-
likelihood estimation to preserve local structures of feature
points and inliers [16]. Locality preserving matching and
guided locality preserving feature matching (GLPM) are also
two good function-based fitting methods proposed by Jiayi
Ma [17], [18], which preserve the neighborhood structures of
potential true matches between two images. Methods based
on function fitting has advantages of simple calculation and
fast speed, but the accuracy of outlier detection completely
dependent on the selected function model. Thus, an unsuit-
able function model will lead to a poor selection result.
Additionally, this method is highly dependent on the num-
ber of feature points. There are typically insufficient feature
matching pairs for real remote sensing image registration, and
few feature points belong to correct feature points, so this
method will not work well.

Statistical model-based methods count the matching points
that satisfy a given condition. Random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [19] is the most popular statistical model-based
method. RANSAC iterates and estimates the optimal param-
eters of a given model from data sets containing outliers.
Maximum likelihood estimation sample consensus [20] and
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progressive sample consensus [21] are improved methods
based on RANSAC. RANSAC and related methods utilize
simple calculations and have good robustness, making these
models widely applied for the detection of outliers in remote
sensing image [22]–[24]. However, for actual processing,
the number of iterations is difficult to calculate accurately.
The use of an insufficient number of iterations may result in
bad model parameters, and too many iterations will make the
calculations too complicated.

Graph-based methods utilize the geometric relationships
between key points and the relationships between key points
and their fields. Graph transformation matching (GTM) iden-
tifies a consensus nearest-neighbor graph from a candidate
point set [25]. Recovery and filtering vertex trichotomy
matching (RFVTM) [12] exclude outliers based on the idea
that geometrical relations between any vertices and lines are
preserved after affine transformations. However, these meth-
ods not work well when outliers have similar local structures
as those of inliers.

Besides these three kinds of methods, a novel mismatch
removal method based on learning is proposed in 2019, which
trains a classifier based on a general match representation to
distinguish outliers and inliers [26]

Overall, the above-mentioned outlier removal methods
have limited accuracy that is affected by the number of feature
points, the fraction of outliers, and the local structures of
feature points. In this paper, we propose an effective outlier
elimination method based on the geometric relationships of
feature points, that is not sensitive to the number of the ini-
tial feature points, the initial proportion of correct matching
pairs or the local information of feature points. This new
method is effective and robust which can remove outliers
from different condition of feature points.

C. TRANSFORMATION MODELS
Typical transformation models such as rigid, affine and sim-
ilarity model are wildly used in remote sensing image reg-
istration task [16]. Different views of satellites are easy to
take remote sensing images with scale, rotation, translation
and other transformations. Therefore, we assume a similarity
transformation model which is wildly used in the registration
of remote sensing image registration [27]. Similarity trans-
formation model is constituted by for parameters: scale, rota-
tion, vertical shifts and horizontal shifts. Under the similarity
transformation model, inliers have similar scale information,
while outliers have different scale information, which is used
to remove outliers in this manuscript.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will introduce an outlier elimination
method to register remote sensing images with overlapping
areas. As generally accepted, a good matching result relies
on the number and proportion of correct matching pairs,
therefore, it is important to select as many correct points as
possible.

Due to the formulation and solution of the proposed
method refers to the LPMmethod [18], we plan to give a brief
introduction of the LPM method.

A. BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF LPM
The main idea of the LPM method is to preserve the local
neighborhood structures of feature points. Then a mathemati-
cal model is formulated for the local neighborhood structures.

The mathematical model is as follows:

I∗ = argmin
I
C(I ; S, λ) (1)

With the cost function C defined as:

C(I ; S, λ) =
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈I

(d(xi, xj)−d(yi, yj))
2
+λ(N−|I |) (2)

where I represents the unknown inlier set, S is the initial fea-
ture point set λ is a parameter. The operation of d is to decide
whether xj belongs to the neighborhood of xi. To optimize the
objective function, the Eq.(2) can be transferred to:

C(p; S, λ) =
N∑
i=1

pi(ci − λ)+ λN (3)

where

ci =
∑

j|xj∈Nxi

d(yi, yj)+
∑

j|yj∈Nyi

d(xi, xj) (4)

Then calculate the ci of all the feature points, and if
ci <= λ, the feature point is inlier, otherwise the feature point
is outlier.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Here, an similarity deformation model is used to describe the
relationship of feature points in the reference image and the
sensed image.[

xref
yref

]
= a ∗

[
cos θ,− sin θ
sin θ, cos θ

]
∗

[
xsen
ysen

]
+

[
tx
ty

]
(5)

where (xref , yref ) represent the coordinates in the reference
image, (xsen, ysen) represent the coordinates in the sensed
image, a represents the scale factor, theta represent the rota-
tion angle, and tx and ty are the translations between the
reference image and the sensed image, respectively.

The initial matching feature point set I is generated by
applying the SIFT algorithm and Euclidean distance-based
matching. We arbitrarily select a pair of points (srefi , srefj )

from the initial matching feature point set Sref = {s
ref
i }

N
k=1 =

{(xrefi , yrefj )}Nk=1 in the reference image, where (i, j) ∈
{k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,N }. Then, the corresponding point pair
(sseni , ssenj ) is selected from the point set Ssen = {sseni }

N
k=1 =

{(xseni , yseni )}Nk=1 in the sensed image, where (i, j) ∈ {k, k =
1, 2, . . . ,N }, and N is the number of the initial matching
feature point set. We define D as the distance of two points.

D(srefi , srefj ) =
∥∥∥srefi , srefj

∥∥∥
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=

√
(xrefi − x

ref
j )

2
+ (yrefi − y

ref
j )

2
(6)

Combining Eq.(5) and Eq.(6), it is easy to obtain Eq.(7):

D(srefi , srefj ) = a ∗
∥∥∥sseni , ssenj

∥∥∥ = a ∗ D(sseni , ssenj ) (7)

Therefore, the ratio of D(srefi , srefj ) and D(sseni , ssenj ) is the
scale factor. Based on this, we construct an objective function
to select inlier from the initial points.

S∗in = argmin
Sin

F(Sin; I , λ) (8)

The objective function F is defined as

F(Sin; I , λ) =
∑
i∈Sin

∑
j∈Sin

∑
k∈Sin

∣∣∣∣∣∣D(s
ref
i , srefj )

D(sseni , ssenj )
−
D(srefi , srefk )

D(sseni , ssenk )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
+ λ(N − |Sin|) (9)

In the objective function, Sin represents the unknown inlier
set, and I represents the initial matching feature point set.
λ is the parameter that controls the tradeoff between the inlier
set and the outlier set.

C. SOLUTION
In order to find the optimal solution of the objective function,
we have to modify Eq. (5) because we do not know the inlier
set Sin. So, we suppose an N ∗ 1 binary vector p, If the point
belongs to the inlier set, the value of pi is 1, else the value of

pi is 0. Then, the number of inliers can be expressed as
N∑
i=1

pi.

In this way, Eq.(9) is converted to Eq.(10) and Eq.(11).

F(Sin; I , λ) =
N∑
i=1

pi(
N∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣D(s
ref
i , srefj )

D(sseni , ssenj )
−
D(srefi , srefk )

D(sseni , ssenk )

∣∣∣∣∣∣)
+ λ(N −

N∑
i=1

pi) (10)

F(Sin; I , λ) =
N∑
i=1

pi(fi − λ)+ λN (11)

fi =
N∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣D(s
ref
i , srefj )

D(sseni , ssenj )
−
D(srefi , srefk )

D(sseni , ssenk )

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (12)

For the initial set, the coordinates of each point are known,
all the cost value {fi}Ni=1 can be calculated in advance, and the
only unknown variable is pi. Obviously, the solution is that
any cost value fi that is smaller than λ is put into the inlier set,
which decreases the objective function. Any cost value fi that
is larger than λ is put into the outlier set, which increases the
objective function. Then, the optimal solution of the objective
function Eq.(9) is determined by the criteria as follows.

pi =

{
1, fi ≤ λ
0, fi > λ

i = 1, 2, . . . ,N (13)

The optimal inlier set Sin is:

Sin = {i |pi = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N } (14)

D. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The outlier elimination algorithm improves registration accu-
racy by removing outliers based on the local geometric
relationships. There are three main steps of the algorithm:
extraction the initial matching feature point set, calculation of
the optimal solution of the objective function, and calculate
the registration result. The procedures of the algorithm are
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1
Input: An image pair, Initial parameter λ
Output: Correct match set S∗in and registration result
1: Establish the feature point set Sref and Ssen using the SIFT

algorithm and Euclidean distance-based matching with
the distance ratio threshold ι = 0.8;

2: Calculate the cost value {fi}Ni=1 using Eq.(12) based on
Sref and Ssen;

3: Determine S∗in according to Eq.(13) and Eq.(14);
4: Calculate the root mean square error (rmsen) of the image

pair based on feature points set S∗in;
5: Update Sref and Ssen based on the feature point set S∗in,

repeat step 2,3, and 4
6: Compare the two calculation results (rmsen and
rmsen+1);

7: if |rmsen+1 − rmsen| < 0.1 then
8: output the correct match set S∗in and registration result
9: else Update the parameter λ and Jump to step 5;
10: End

To selecting many correct points, the initial point
set is request to contain enough correct points even
if there are also many outliers. Therefore, we select
the feature point pairs produced by SIFT algorithm and
Euclidean distance-based matching as the initial feature point
set.

With a large number of outliers in the initial point set,
outliers will affect the cost value of inliers, resulting in a large
cost value of inliers. Removing the outliers once may cause
some outliers not to be removed cleanly. Thus, it is necessary
to implement the optimization process several times until the
difference of the two previous registration results remains
almost unchanged.

From Eq.(12), it is obvious that the cost value can also be
influenced by the number of the point set, and a small value
of λ can increase the precision and decrease the recall. If we
set λ as a constant regardless of the number of feature points,
it is difficult to get a satisfactory result for different images
and different numbers of feature points. Therefore, we set
a dynamic value according to the number of feature points.
Through several experiments, when we set λ = N/100,
the result and efficiency of the algorithm is best, and N is the
number of feature points. Due tomultiple loops of eliminating
outliers, the value of λ can change immediately through dif-
ferent number of feature points in loops, and remove outliers
effectively.
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FIGURE 1. Four pairs of original images. image(a) and (b) correspondences to Image pair 1, image(c) and (d) correspondences to
Image pair 2, image(e) and (f) correspondences to Image pair 3, image(g) and (h) correspondences to Image pair 4, image(i) and (j)
correspondences to Image pair 5, image(k) and (l) correspondences to Image pair 6.

E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
According to Eq. (12), calculating the cost {fi}Ni=1 in Lines
2 costs the main operation of the proposed algorithm, and
its time complexity is O(N 3). The time complexity of Line
4 and Line 7 involves some addition operation, and its time
complexity is O(N ). Besides, the determination of p and Sin
through Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) cost O(N ). Therefore, the total
time complexity of the proposed method is aboutO(N 3). The
space complexity of the proposed method is O(N ) due to
the memory requirements for storing the cost value {fi}Ni=1.
In order to make full use of the global geometric relationship
of feature points, the proposed method spend some operation
and has a nonlinear time complexity. But our algorithm has a
linear space complexity.

IV. DATASET AND EVALUATION CRITERION
A. DATASET
As is known, the difference of scenes, spatial resolution, gray-
scale and sensors will all affect the result of image registra-
tion. To test and verify the high accuracy and robustness of the
proposed method, we conduct six experiments. In experiment
1, we adopt two simulated images to verify the feasibility of
the proposed method. For the other 5 experiments, the exper-
imental images are all real image. From experiment 2-6,
we gradually increase the scale difference between images.
Besides, the scenes and gray-scale are all different to verify
the high accuracy and robustness of the proposed method.

The details of six pairs of remote sensing images are shown
in the next paragraph.

We selected six remote sensing image pairs considering
differences of grayscale, resolution, and scene, with a pair
of simulated remote sensing images and three pairs of real
remote sensing images, which is displayed in Fig 1. Image
pair1 includes two simulated hyperspectral remote sensing
images with 20◦ rotation and 4 times scaling, which covers
a city area located in Colombia-Cali and correspondences to
Fig 1(a) and (b). Image pair 2 has a significant grayscale
difference between the sensed image (band 3from Landsat
TM) and the reference image (band 1 from SPOT 4), mainly
coveringmountain area at Hangzhou, which correspondences
to Fig 1(c) and (d). Image pair 3 has a significant spatial
resolution difference (about 1.875 times) between the sensed
image (band 55 from EO-1) and the reference image (from
google earth) covering a plain area at Suzhou, which corre-
spondences to Figure 1(e) and (f). Image pair 4 has a signifi-
cant spatial resolution difference (about 3 times) and texture
difference between the sensed image (band 1 from SPOT
5) and the reference image (band 3 from Landsat ETM+),
covering a plain area at Halifax, which correspondences to
Fig 1(g) and (h). Image Pair 5 has a significant noise and
scale difference between the sensed image (SPOT 4) and the
reference image (IRS-1C), covering a farmland area in Iran-
Tehran, which corresponds to Figure 1(i) and (j). Image Pair
6 has a significant spatial resolution difference (about 2 times)
and grayscale difference between the sensed image (IRS-1C)
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of feature point matching with outlier removal.

TABLE 1. Specifications of image data for experiments.

and the reference image (SPOT 4), covering a field and town
area at Iran-Tehran, which corresponds to Figure 1(k) and (l).
Table 1 lists the details of the four typical image pairs.

B. EVALUATION CRITERION
To evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
method, we compared the feature point matching of our
method with three other matching methods RANSAC, GTM
and LPM in terms of RMSE and Precision and Recall [28].
The initial feature point set are extracted using SIFT algo-
rithm with dradio = 0.8 for the remote sensing images.
The reliable reference geometric transformation parame-

ters are calculated by manually selecting tie-points via ENVI
and manual registration. Correct matches are feature points
with a spatial distance less than 1 pixel between the reference
image and the sensed image after correction with the manual
registration results. The initial value of parameter (λ) is set as
the square of the initial number of feature points. Here, RMSE
is used as the measurement of the position error of image
registration. Precision is the proportion of the correct matches
of the residual matches. The greater the precision and the
proportion of correct matches, the better the accuracy of the
image registration will be. Recall represents the residual cor-
rect matches with respect to the initial correct matches, and

indicates the effectiveness and reliability of outlier removal.
The calculation formulas are as follow:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

((x1i − x
2
i )

2
+ (y1i − y

2
i )

2
) (15)

Precision =
residual correct matches

residual matches
(16)

Recall =
residual correct matches
initial correct matches

(17)

In Eq.(11), N points (x,y) are taken in the reference image,
then points (x1, y1) are obtain through the affine transforma-
tion model using the image registration parameter calculated
by the algorithm. (x2, y2) are obtained through the real affine
transformation model as calculated by manual selection.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, experiments are described that serve to eval-
uate the precision and effectiveness of the proposed method
using a laptop with 2-GHz CPU and 8-GB RAM (Intel Core
5). We also compare our method with two other powerful
matching algorithms, RANSAC, GTM and LPM. The image
data set and evaluation criterion are introduced, and then
the experimental results of our method, RANSAC, GTM
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TABLE 2. Comparision of Deformation parameter evaluated by the proposed method, three other different methods and ground truth.

and LPM are presented. Finally, we discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of our method based on the experimental
results.

Table 2 summarizes the initial matches extracted by SIFT,
initial correct matches, ground truth and the deformation
parameters calculated by image registration algorithm with
RANSAC, GTM, LPM and our method respectively for
image pair 1-6. Image pair 1 is a pair of simulated remote
sensing images to verify the feasibility of the proposed
method. It can be found in Table 2 that all these four methods
perform well in image pair 1. Besides, the root mean square
error(RMSE) of the proposed method is smaller than the
other methods. The other five pairs of images are real remote
sensing images. It can be seen in Table 2 that there are
large number of the initial matches and the initial correct
matches in image pair 2, which makes outlier removal easily.
Therefore, the root mean square error(RMSE) of these four

methods are small. Also, the root mean square error(RMSE)
of the proposed method is smaller than the other methods.

For image pair 3-6, the scale difference of the reference
image and the sensed image becomes larger and larger,
the number of the initial matcher and initial correct matches
decrease rapidly in Table 2, which causes outlier removal
difficult. In this case, there are no feature points in the neigh-
borhood of most feature points. Then LPM may perform
unsatisfactory. But the proposed method can get better reg-
istration results in Table 2, which demonstrates the accuracy
and robustness of the proposed method.

The precision and recall of four methods for six pairs of
remote sensing images are shown in Figure 3 (a)and (b),
respectively. For the simulated experiment, we can see from
the data presented in Tables 2 and Figure 2 that the precision
of our method is higher than that of other three methods,
leading to a smaller RMSE value. This indicates that our
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FIGURE 3. Feature point matching result of image pair 1: (a) SIFT. (b) SIFT+RANSAC. (c) SIFT+GTM. (d) SIFT+LPM. (e) SIFT+the proposed
method.

FIGURE 4. Feature point matching result of image pair 2: (a) SIFT. (b) SIFT+RANSAC. (c) SIFT+GTM. (d) SIFT+LPM. (e) SIFT+the proposed
method.

method is able to eliminate more outliers from the initial fea-
ture points and obtain more accurate registration results. The
Recall of our method in image pair-1 is higher than GTM and
a little smaller than that calculated by RANSAC and LPM.
This illustrates that our method also removes some inliers
when there are many initial feature points, but RANSAC
and LPM preserve more inliers and outliers. Large recall and
small precision of the LPMmethod can also illustrate that the
the root mean square error(RMSE) of is very large in image
pair 3-6, because more outliers are preserved and reduce the
registration accuracy.

For analysis of the real experiment of image pair-2, it can
be seen that the precision of our method is higher than that
other three methods, illustrating that the feature points pre-
served by our method includes fewer outliers, consistent with
the low RMSE of our method. The Recall of our method
in image pair-2 is also higher than the value for other three
methods, illustrating the fact that our method can preserve
many inliers. From the real experiments of image pair 3-6,
the precision of our method is significantly higher than other
three methods, the recall is much higher than RANSAC and
GTM and a little smaller than LPM, even for a small number
of initial feature points and a low the proportion of inliers
in initial feature points, corresponding to the low RMSE of
our method. This indicates that our method is robust to the
number of initial feature points and the proportion of inliers
in the set of initial feature points.

The overall trend of the results, indicates that the RMSE
of the three algorithms becomes larger as the geometric dif-
ferences of real image increases. For the results using our
algorithm, Data set 4 has the largest RMSE, the correspond-
ing precision is the smallest, and the recall is the largest.

In combination with the data presented in Tables 2, the initial
matching points have the lowest precision, indicating that
the original matching feature points contains the most outlier
points, corresponding to the result of Figure 2.

The feature point matching results of the six pairs of remote
sensing images preserved by different feature point matching
algorithms are presented in Fig 3-8. Fig 3-8 are feature point
matching results of image pair 1-6. Each Fig includes five
images (a-e), where (a) is point correspondences of the initial
feature point set by SIFT, (b) is point correspondences pre-
served by RANSAC, (c) is point correspondences preserved
by GTM, (d) is point correspondences preserved by LPM,
(e) is point correspondences preserved by the proposed
method. Comparing the feature points of our method and the
initial feature point set, we can find that our method removes
most of the outliers and preserve most of the inliers from
the initial feature point set. In general, it is apparent to find
that the number of matching point pairs using the proposed
method is always larger than the number of matching pairs
preserved by other methods, regardless of the differences
in the image pairs. Only one pair of simulated images are
compared, considering only the influence of geometrical dif-
ferences on the registration result. Owing to the simulated
data set 1 are acquired from the same band, the number
of matching feature points is large, as can be seen from
Figure 3. For real images, as the image scale difference
increases, the number of final matching feature point pairs is
significantly reduced. However, our method can still preserve
many feature point pairs.

The results intuitively illustrate that this method can iden-
tify preserve more feature point pairs, even for images with
large scale difference and a small number of initial matching
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FIGURE 5. Feature point matching result of image pair 3: (a) SIFT. (b) SIFT+RANSAC. (c) SIFT+GTM. (d) SIFT+LPM. (e) SIFT+the proposed
method.

FIGURE 6. Feature point matching result of image pair 4: (a) SIFT. (b) SIFT+RANSAC. (c) SIFT+GTM. (d) SIFT+LPM. (e) SIFT+the proposed
method.

feature points. Observing the feature point matching result,
it can be found that the proposed method can preserve more
correct matching point pairs, and the distribution of the fea-
ture matching points is more spatially consistent, especially
for the real data-3.

Image registration results of Image pair 1-6 registered by
the proposed method are shown in Figure9. Observing the

roads, rivers,etc. in image registration results, it can be found
visually that the registration error of the proposed method is
small in these five pairs of remote sensing images.

VI. DISCUSSION
The distance ration threshold dradio and λ aremain parameters
in the proposed model. The distance ration threshold is the
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FIGURE 7. Feature point matching result of image pair 5: (a) SIFT. (b) SIFT+RANSAC. (c) SIFT+GTM. (d) SIFT+LPM. (e) SIFT+the proposed
method.

FIGURE 8. Feature point matching result of image pair 6: (a) SIFT. (b) SIFT+RANSAC. (c) SIFT+GTM. (d) SIFT+LPM. (e) SIFT+the proposed
method.

ratio of closest to second-closest neighbors of each feature
point. As the distance ration threshold increases, the num-
ber of matching feature points will increase. Meanwhile,
the number of outlier will also increase because larger ration
threshold allows more outliers matching. Through the paper
(Distinctive image feature from scale-invariant keypoints
[13]) and experiments, we found when dradio = 0.8, the num-
ber of matching feature points is large, and the proportion of
outliers is small. Therefore the dradio = 0.8 is suitable for
experiments.
λ is the parameter to controls the tradeoff between the

inlier set and the outlier set. This parameter is the threshold to
decide whether the feature point is outlier. While the objec-
tive function is calculated through all feature points, so the

threshold should be affected by the number of feature points.
Because of the loop in the proposed method, the threshold λ
will affect the number of cycles a lot, and affect the precision
a little. Through several experiments, we found when λ =
N/100, the precision and the speed of the proposed are best.
Feature point matching through SIFTmainly relies on local

similarity of feature points, ignoring the global geometric
similarity. The proposed method makes full use of the global
geometric similarity to remove outliers, which is not affected
by the number of feature points. Compared to RANSAC and
LPM, the proposed method can perform well regardless of
the small number of matches and uneven distribution, such
as experiment 4-6. Compared to GTM, the proposed method
considers the geometric relationship of all the feature points,
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FIGURE 9. Image registration results, image (a-b) correspondence to the registration result of Image pair 1, (a) overlapped image before the
registration, (b) the difference after the registration. Image (c-d) correspondence to the registration result of Image pair 2, (c) overlapped image
before the registration, (d) the difference after the registration. Image (e-f) correspondence to the registration result of Image pair 3, (e) overlapped
image before the registration, (f) the difference after the registration. Image (g-h) correspondence to the registration result of Image pair 4,
(g) overlapped image before the registration, (h) the difference after the registration. Image (i-j) correspondence to the registration result of Image
pair 5, (i) overlapped image before the registration, (j) the difference after the registration. Image (k-l) correspondence to the registration result of
Image pair 6, (k) overlapped image before the registration, (l) the difference after the registration.

while GTM only considers local geometric relationship of
feature points. From experiments we can find the precision
and robustness of the proposed method is higher than GTM.
Therefore, the proposed method is a high precision and
robustness image registration method.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a high precision outlier elimination method is
presented for feature matching of remote sensing images.
The proposed method is based on the similar global geo-
metric relationship of feature points between two images
containing the same scene. A mathematic model was for-
mulated according to this principle. We found the solution
of the model by analyzing the optimizing the formula. The
feature-matching algorithm based on outlier removal was
described based on the solution of the mathematic model.
The experimental results of several remote sensing images
demonstrate that our outlier elimination method can remove
a large number of outliers and preserve many inliers, leading
to better registration results. However, the proposed method
also has a weakness, which is high time complexity. We will
optimize the calculation of the algorithm in the future.
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